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circle

an intimate 2-day experience with 12-15 people 
from a variety of industries and backgrounds.

throughout the two days you will cross paths and 
gain inspiration from artists, musicians, 
facilitators, movement trainers, conversation, 
chefs, photographers, entrepreneurs and so 
many amazing humans.

why
we are are a critical time where our world needs our very 
best.

it is in that idea that keeps you up at night. the change 
you know needs to happen in our world. that something 
you want to create or go after...

sometimes we just need the space to move past the 
barriers, fear or inaction.

at circles, we create connections that accelerate impact.

we work with people who are at a tipping point of 
change…where that one connection could be the key to 
how you:

access your greatest potential
activate new and unused ways of thinking
act on the causes that keep you up at night

join us for a...

"for there is always light, if only we're brave enough to 
see it, if only we're brave enough to be it."

-amanda gorman

1:1 catalyst

a catalyst creates space for conversation that 
"increases the rate of change." some might call 
this a "coach" or an "advisor" but we prefer to 
use very specific language since we focus on 
"unlocking potential" vs. "developing" or 
"performing." 

our 1:1 process creates the conditions for 
what is deep inside the soul of a leader to be 
more prominent and available everywhere they 
go. this leads to compelling change with 
greater courage and conviction.



our approach: 
inspiring catalysts 

"if you want to go fast, go alone, if you want to go far, go 
together." 

-african proverb

connect 
across

create
with

courage 
to act

catalystcatalyst

a catalyst is truly committed to making change 
for humanity.

it is the tough moments that reveal the strength 
of their character.

they listen, hear and make room for a wide range
of perspectives including what they care most 
about.

they see and honor different forms of creative 
expression which allows them to solve and build 
for what doesn't yet exist.

they gain strength and build momentum but 
learning and growing in community

they consistently make space and room for the 
very best to come alive in themselves and all 
around them

they show courage by taking actions that reveal 
what they stand for and show up for people they 
have promised to stand with.

they have fun and don't take themselves too 
seriously :).



impact of a circle 
create a new network of people who inspire you, challenge
you, and enCOURAGE your growth.

be moved and surprised by what you are capable of.

ignite your curiosity, hope, and sense of wonder.

renew and recover as a creator while also building
momentum towards the work you care most about.

feel a sense of acceptance and belonging by being around
people that also are committed to a world where all people
are seen, heard, and understood.

act more courageously from the soul, especially through
uncertainty, challenges, and big changes.

key components

01

music experience with live 
performance from a local artist02

2-day experience in a beautiful space with 
coffee, tea, snacks and lunch included. 
upcoming dates:
may 3-4 - 9:30am - 6:00pm (both days)
june 8-9 - 9:30am - 6:00pm (both days)

06
special movement building workout 
with to fuel your courage and 
creative growth.

04

05

"our souls ache for community...our deep being craves 
one another...we need to be connected...to feel alive." 

- rupi kaur

facilitated conversation, special creative writing
exercises, music, inspiring movie scenes and
much more...

03

virtual gathering to develop 
connections with participants and get 
inspired by each other’s goals

05

06 4 payments of $199 or $795 
registration links coming soon



03

04

06

our values 
these statements guide everything we do and how we
form partnerships.

look into their eyes
we truly see the person
it is always more than a transaction
we are a force for potential and our very best 

i have your back
we take chances
we handle conversations directly and under the tent
we are always learning and growing 
we follow through on what we say and are humble enough
to acknowledge when we don’t

equity in opportunity
we work with amazing, kind, creative and caring humans
who make our first two values real

while we work with people of all different cultures and
dimensions of diversity, we prioritize sharing & creating
opportunities with people from backgrounds where
wealth creation & basic humanity has been sabotaged,
blocked or delayed over history

laugh at yourself
we can’t take ourselves too seriously
we remember we are all just big kids 
we love to celebrate

it's been an honor 
we intend to create the feeling of these words in
everything we do

"when a person is silent on the subject of virtue, the 
people are discouraged from practicing it." 

- lao tzu



about jon davis
jon cares deeply about connecting the soul of humanity and brings
this to life through his roles as a human, catalyst, facilitator, producer,
poet, coach, guide, big kid and writer. his personal writing currently
focuses on short pieces and poetry that are all written by hand.

jon is the co-founder and curator of circles community, an experience
and growing community around the world that unlocks our potential
through connection and creativity. it is grounded in the philosophy of
ubuntu that as desmond tutu explained, “a person is a person through
other persons.”

the circles team works with creators, caring humans and change
makers who want to explore what they are capable of through
meaningful conversation, courageous action and unique forms of art
including a focus on music and writing. they have an online
community and conduct their signature 2-day experiences in charlotte
with a variety of creative entrepreneurs and musicians.

jon has a gift for connecting people, seeing potential, creating
gatherings and spaces to exchange ideas, and continues to
contribute his expertise to address some of the community’s greatest
challenges. he dreams about a world where all people feel at home.

over the years, jon has been attracted to many meaningful programs,
organizations, and opportunities such as the center for intentional
leadership where he was a senior consultant for eight years;
community service through communities in schools of charlotte
where he is the past Chair of the Board of Directors.

he has also been named an “opportunity champion” by charlotte’s
leading on opportunity organization in recognition for the way he
prioritizes generating social capital and new business for black and
immigrant owned companies. he is a regular contributor to working
groups with national organizations like opportunity insights at harvard
university and brookings institution on social capital and the systemic
barriers that face communities of color. recently he has made
appearances on wfae and pbs charlotte.

jon has a b.a. from davidson college where he majored in political
science with a secondary concentration in spanish.
he is also a lover of music, coffee shops, paper journals and the
outdoors along with his beloved pup, larry!

jon davis 
jon@circlescommunity.com 

704-641-6750
www.circlescommunity.com

https://thisisjondavis.com/
https://circlescommunity.com/
https://circlescommunity.com/


we create the 
 

you start the ripples.
 

"If you want to go fast, go alone, if you want to go far,
go together." 

-African Proverb

CATALYST-EXCHANGE MODEL

"My humanity is caught up, is inextricably bound up, in
yours...A person is a person through other persons...I am
human because I belong.  I participate, I share."

-Desmond Tutu


